
MINIMELLO

C O R E  V A L U E S

K I D ' S  S L E E P  C H A L L E N G E S
Current medical research tells us that children are

suffering from mental health issues more than ever

before , 13% of children aged 5 - 19 have a mental

disorder , and it 's rising . 

 

And we know how important sleep is to aid good

mental health . Concentration , mood and relationships

are all improved with good sleep habits ; and adults

and children alike can benefit from guidance on

improving their sleep environment , especially when

temptation from screens and other distractions are on

the rise .

 

Children with sensitivities , sensory or other

behavioural challenges find it even more difficult to

sleep . Often impacting their parent 's sleep routines

too ,

 

Minimello aims to help support a relaxed bedtime

routine for children by introducing a calm bedroom

environment through use of colour .
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BEDD ING  AND  ACCES SOR I E S  FOR  CA LMER  K I D S

Support children and parents looking
to create a calming bedroom
environment

 

Provide alternative, non gender
stereotypical choices for kids and
parents

 

Create long lasting, good quality
ethical products 

 

Give children with sensory or other
challenges fun choices that don't feel
boring or institutionalised.

 

Educate parents about the benefits of
calming colour in improving mood

 



WHERE  D ID  THE  I DEA  FOR

M IN IMEL LO  COME  FROM ?  

CURRENT  PRODUCT  RANGE

Bedding sets in Junior and single sizes .

Including pillowcase . Can be personalised .

From £40

 

Hand and bath towels - from £19

 

Throw cushion covers - £18

 

Table lamp  - £45

 

With a background in design and psychology ,

Joanna Dunn always had in the back of her

mind that colour could be used in interior

design to improve mood . Since having her

daughter in 2017 , and in the position to

choose colours for her bedroom , green felt

like a good choice . With some further

research , there turned out to be quite a lot of

evidence that , indeed , colours can have both

physiological and psychological effects on

children over 2 , once their eyes have become

more sensitive to colour . In particular , cooler

colours including blues , greens and purples .

 

However , choices available were not in line

with this , bright pinks , reds , contrasting

patterns , or plain white or grey which weren 't

very fun , didn 't appeal . so Joanna embarked

on designing patterns she thought her

daughter would like too .

K E Y  B E N E F I T S

Calming children's products, using a

colour palette in line with guidance

from colour experts

 

Designed for kids from 2 - 8 

 

Kid- friendly prints in gender neutral

designs which can be personalised

 

All bedding is made from GOTS-

certified organic cotton

 

All products are manufactured in the

UK

 

Designs consider needs of children

with sensory challenges

Bedding expanded into other products and

resulted in a range of accessories for boys

and girls available in mint , purple and blue , 

 

Co-ordinating with current home interiors ,

while still being fun , patterns include hot air

balloons , robots and dinosaurs , with more

designs planned , 

 

The bedding has features that support the

needs of children with sensory challenges

too , including reduced pattern near the face ,

fabric with no external seams , and cool

organic cotton to reduce irritation .

 

Everything in the range can be used

individually or to create a calming effect

around the room , helping kids and parents

have better bedtimes , 
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